
STUDENT:. ____ _ 

Abbreviated Six Trait Scoring Details 

-
IDEAS & DEVELOPMENT 
·DARGuM:ENT ALIGNED- Introductory, background, & body paragraphs are 

logically aligned, ~ith quotes, 1supporting details, & a clear connection to thesis 

li. t..~~lf' !;lv /111. 
DARGUMENT DEVELOPS L(])GICALLY as Paper Progresses 1.-, J".s rt::'~ 

7' 
0 SOURCE NUMBER- Uses at least 5 sources, including ·2 Rer,; ~;·,:I"C..J Sources 

0 SUPPORT- PROVIDES AT LEAST 3 PARENTHETICAL CITATIONS per 
Body Paragraph 

ORGANIZATION 
DALL REQUIRED PARAGRAPHS INCLUDED- Contains 8 or More Paragraphs, 

Including 6 Bodly Paragraphs. 

DPARAGRAPHS FOLLOW OUTLINE STRUCTURE 
. . 

-0TH:eSIS PARAGRAPH IS COMPLETE (Contains Opening GeneJralization, Clear 
Thesis Statement & M.O.D.) 

DUSES SUBHEADINGS To Organize Paper & Guide Readers 

DUSES TOPIC SENTENCES to Organize Paragraphs & Guide Readers 

DICTION 

DUSES TOPIC AND GRADE-LEVEL APPROPRIATE WORDS to convey meaning 
effectively · · ·. 



SENTENCE FLUENCY 

_ ~SENTENC:::ES ARE L9GICAL ~D CLEAR-- not wordy, overly long ()r-awkward 

0SENTENCE DISPLAY APPROPRIATE VARIETY to hold reader inte1rest 

DsENTENCEs INCLUDE HELPJFUL TRANSITIONS 

0SENTENCES USE ACTIVE SYNTAX, AND RELY WHEN POSSIBLE ON 
STRONG, VIVID VERBS 

VOICE 
0VOICE IS APPROPRIATE FO~ PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE (here, a formal 

academic paper submitted to an instructor for a major grade) 

CONVENTIONS 
0 G.U.M.S- Grammar, Usage, Mechanics, and Style 

0FOLLOWS MLA FORNIAT 

0 QUOTES ARE PROPERLY INTEGRA TED INTO TEXT 

Other Comments 



6- Traits Rubric Swnma1y 

-
IDEAS & DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

5 The! paper is clear, foc used, and insightfuL Rek
1
vunr 5 The organization enhances the main idea. The order, 

examples and details effectively suppon the ma.in suucture, and presentation of infom11U.iorr effectively 
idea. movr;: the reader through the text. 

4 The puper generally m.Uma.ins focus on the topic. 4 The organizational structure supportS the nuti.n idea 
Details appropriately support the main idea. and moves J.he reader through Lhe text. 

3 The paper has a recognizable topic, although 3 The paper has an organizational structure that helps. 
devdopmem and suppolt for the main idea may be move the reader through the text, although the 
uneven or inconsistent. suucture may be uneven or inconsistent. 

2 The paper lacks a clear topic. Suppon for the: main 2 The paper lacks clear organizational structure. Ideas, 
idea is inadequate. details, or evems are loosely strung together. 

1 The paper lacks ideas, details, and purpose. 1 The p~per hns no discernible organization. 

WORD CHOICE (Diction) SENTENCE FLUENCY (Syntax) 

5 Words effectively convey the intended IU<!ani.ng in a 5 The writing has an effective rhythm. Sentences <tre 
specific and engaging way. well developed, with stmctural variety that supports 

4 Words convey the intended meaning in a cku.r and the purpose . 
appropriate way. 4 The writing has appropriate sentence vnrit:ty arid 

3 Words generally convey the imended meo.ming, but suucrural clarity. 

I 
may lack energy and specificity. 3 The writing is generally ch~ilr, but sentcncc:s may be 

2 Word choice is limited iUld may not convey the mech:ullcnl or lack variely. 
intended meaning. 2 The writing demonstrates limited understanding of 

1 Word choice does not convey the intended sentence SU'UCLure. 

meaning. 1 The wriling lucks appropriate sentence suucmre. 

--
VOICE CONVENTIONS 

5 The writer's voice is individ].!nl and engaging, 5 The writer uses conventions effectively to support 
demonstrating awareness of and respect for the meaning. 
audience and the purpose. 4 The writer uses conventions with few or no errors 

4 The wtiter's voice is appropriate to the purp•;,se and thar distract or interfere with meaning'. 
engages the audience. 3 Thc w1iter generally uses conventions appropriately, 

3 The wrirer's voice is generally clear but mny not be although ar times errors are distracting and may 
fully engaged with the audience or purpose. interfere with meaning. 

2 The wrirer·s voice is indifferent and unengaged wirh 2 The writer consistently makes ctrors in conventions 
the audience and purpose. that disrract the reader and interfere with meaning. 

1 The Wiiter 's v0ice is not evident. 1 The writer lacks control of conventions. 


